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a
Trace the word:

Write the Word:

a   is   on   green   can

who    me   up   a    to   will   see   

at  bad  no   a   where  it  be  

him    the    a

Find the word and 

circle it

How many times did you 

find the word? 

him    the    a

Color  the word:

Write a sentence using the word. Read it out loud.
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The pig 

reads a
book.



like

Write the Word:

love  she   fan  top  like  lot  

bug   girl   this   where   shut  

down  you   us  like   run   play  

like  jump   red   dad   

Find the word and 

circle it

How many times did you 

find the word? 

Trace the word:

like  jump   red   dad   

Color  the word:

Write a sentence using the word. Read it out loud.
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I like to 

jump rope.



see

Write the Word:

them    saw   pink   top   to  see  

see  it  that   sure   me         

dad    where  us  see 

one    their    pup    see

Find the word and 

circle it

How many times did you 

find the word? 

Trace the word:

one    their    pup    see

Color  the word:

Write a sentence using the word. Read it out loud.
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Our eyes help us 

see.



green
Trace the word:

Write the Word:

green   for   up    go   for   the  

to   at   green   he   where

where    green   that   on    in  

five    cat   green   

Find the word and 

circle it

How many times did you 

find the word? 

five    cat   green   

Color  the word:

Write a sentence using the word. Read it out loud.
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Peas are 

green.



I
Trace the word:

Write the Word:

she  for   up    I   for   the  to   

is   at   them   I

I     in    red   it   on    in  

two    dog    boy  it

Find the word and 

circle it

How many times did you 

find the word? 

two    dog    boy  it

Write a sentence using the word. Read it out loud.
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Color  the word:
I 

love 
you!



one
Trace the word:

Write the Word:

off   the   big    one   to   her   

she   am   one   I   see   them   

one   he   for   one   way   in   on   

be   one   two   blue      

Find the word and 

circle it

How many times did you 

find the word? 

be   one   two   blue      

Write a sentence using the word. Read it out loud.
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Color  the word: There is 

one bug.



the
Trace the word:

Write the Word:

that  come  the  little   tree  

where   big   I   day   the   miss   

it   the   three   we   one   us   

other   the   me   you    

Find the word and 

circle it

How many times did you 

find the word? 

other   the   me   you    

Write a sentence using the word. Read it out loud.
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Color  the word: A monster 
drives the

car.



we
Trace the word:

Write the Word:

that  big  fun  one   we  with   

we   I   some   of   this   it   

what  that  we   ever  where   

other   find   me   we   you  

Find the word and 

circle it

How many times did you 

find the word? 

other   find   me   we   you  

Write a sentence using the word. Read it out loud.
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Color  the word:
We are at 
school.


